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Curriculum GuideCurriculum Guide

PROJECT DOCUMENT NEW SKILLS

1 Fundae Sundaes 
Letterhead

Letterhead Creating a business letterhead
Setting margins
Using headers and footers
Formatting text
Inserting a graphic from a fi le
Using and formatting shapes
Using bullets

2 Freeze Your 
Fridays News 
Release

News Release Formatting a news release
Changing text case 
Changing line spacing
Using the default tab 
Aligning text

3 Freezer Head 
Contest Flyer

Flyer Creating a fl yer
Formatting page borders
Formatting text boxes
Inserting clip art

4 Little League 
Discount Memo

Memo Formatting a memo
Using standard bullets

5 Cozy Cones 
Complaint Letter

Block Style Business 
Letter

Formatting a block style business letter

6 Customer 
Appreciation 
Letter

Modifi ed Block Style 
Letter

Formatting a modifi ed block style business letter
Setting tabs
Inserting an em dash

7 Customer 
Feedback Form

Customer Feedback 
Form

Creating a feedback form
Using custom bullets

The Fundae Sundaes word processing simulation is designed to be completed as independent, self-
paced projects for students, with guidance and facilitation provided by the instructor. It is recommended 
that the instructor become familiar with this simulation prior to administering it to students in a 
classroom environment. The workbook is organized into an hierarchical skill-level format. With a few 
exceptions, most of the projects in this book build upon skills practiced in previous projects.
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PROJECT DOCUMENT NEW SKILLS

8 Menu Items List Table Creating a table
Sorting data within a table
Using a formula
Shading rows in a table

9 “It’s Your 
Birthday” 
Mailing List

Mailing List Form Merging cells
Splitting cells
Formatting row height 
Adjusting column width
Copying and pasting a table
Inserting a column break

10 Fundae Sundaes 
Flavor List

Two Column List Sorting text
Formatting columns 

11 Website Outline Outline Formatting an outline
Formatting headings and subheadings

12 Fundae 
Fundraisers 
Letter

Mail Merge Letter Creating a mail merge letter
Creating a new recipient list
Inserting merge fi eld codes into a form letter

13 Employment 
Application

Employment 
Application Form

Aligning text vertically in a cell
Formatting table borders

14 Equipment 
Inventory List

Inventory List Setting tabs with dot leaders
Vertically centering text

15 Frequent Buyer 
Card

Frequent Buyer Card Creating a frequent buyer card
Formatting shapes
Formatting WordArt
Grouping objects
Aligning objects
Arranging objects

16 The Inside Scoop 
Newsletter

Newsletter Formatting a newsletter
Formatting columns of unequal width
Formatting clip art
Using text wrap
Formatting paragraph alignment to 
full justifi cation

17 Fundae Sundaes 
Menu

Tri-fold Menu Formatting a menu
Using creativity and critical thinking

Inserting merge fi eld codes into a form letter
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Fundae Sundaes is an exciting, family-owned 
and operated business that features creative 
homemade ice cream flavors and other frozen 
treats. Using only local, fresh ingredients, 
owners, Tim and Tara 
Flaherty, began their 
business by selling ice 
cream on weekends 
out of a mobile 
pushcart in a beach 
community in Suffolk 
County, New York. 
They branched out 
by opening a store 
front shop in a busy college 
town on the outskirts of New 
York City, and it is now a full-time 
operation. 

As business owners, Tim and 
Tara know how important professional and 
effective written communication is to their 
business. From the ‘Cozy Cones’ complaint 
letter, to the ‘Freezer Heads’ contest flyer, 
you will test your word processing skills 
through this series of fun and interesting 
projects.

The Story Behind The Story Behind 
Fundae Sundaes
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Company ProfileCompany Profile
Company Name Fundae Sundaes

Company Owners Tim and Tara Flaherty

Company Description  Fundae Sundaes is a family-owned and operated 
business serving delicious homemade ice cream treats 
using local ingredients, creating the most unique ice 
cream experience in the New York City area. 

Mission Statement  It is the mission of Fundae Sundaes to exceed our 
customers’ expectations with top-quality ice cream 
and ingredients while providing the ultimate ice cream 
dining experience.

Contact Information  125 Holden Avenue
New York, NY 10027
Phone: (555) FUN-DAES
Fax: (555) SUN-DAES
Email: sales@fundaesundaes.com
Web: www.fundaesundaes.com

Hours of Operation  Sunday 11 am–8 pm
Monday–Closed
Tuesday 11 am–7 pm
Wednesday 11 am–7 pm
Thursday 11 am–8 pm
Friday 11 am–10 pm
Saturday 11 am–10 pm

Facility  The Fundae Sundaes shop is an inviting eatery with 
comfortable and casual seating for 100 patrons. We 
also have a spacious counter area for take out orders. 
Weather permitting, our customers can enjoy their 
treats outside in our sidewalk dining area that can 
accommodate an additional 50 patrons.

About the Customers  Fundae Sundaes customers of all ages enjoy our 
delicious homemade ice cream and frozen treats.
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• Fundae Sundaes 
Student Workbook

•  Fundae Sundaes Logo 
(copied from the 
Instructor’s Workbook 
Solutions CD)

• Any word processing 
software application

Welcome to Fundae SundaesWelcome to Fundae Sundaes
Fundae Sundaes is a fun and exciting word processing simulation that will 

challenge you to complete a series of real-world projects that the owners of Fundae 
Sundaes request for the day-to-day operation of its business. In this simulation, you 
will practice word processing skills to assist the owners, Tim and Tara Flaherty, in 
the production of professional business and marketing documents.

The projects in this workbook provide hands-on practice to produce 
professionally written and formatted documents. From the ‘Freeze Your Fridays’ 
news release, to the ‘Inside Scoop’ newsletter, you will be fully engaged in 
developing documents for an ice cream establishment.

Who Should Use This Book?
Fundae Sundaes is designed to be used by middle and high school students who 

are enrolled in a computer applications course that includes word processing in 
its curriculum. This simulation is designed to allow students to use and apply their 
word processing knowledge and skills in a fun, creative, 
real-world business setting. 

Prerequisite Skills
This simulation is designed to be used as a 

reinforcement supplement for word processing students. 
In order to complete the projects in this book, students 
should have a basic working knowledge of using word 
processing software. 

NOTE: This book does not provide step-by-step 
instructions specific to any one particular word processing 
software; rather, it provides general instructions for 
students to practice creating and formatting common 
business and marketing documents.
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Using the Fundae Sundaes Logo
IMPORTANT: Before you begin, the Fundae Sundaes logo must be 
copied onto your computer workstation or network drive. 

Since you will be creating professional business documents and 
marketing materials for Fundae Sundaes, it is important to use its 
identity—the Fundae Sundaes logo. 

In order to access the Fundae Sundaes logo, your instructor 
should copy the Fundae Sundaes Logos folder (located on the 
Instructor’s Workbook Solutions CD) to your computer workstation 
or network drive. This folder contains the Fundae Sundaes 
company logo in JPEG, TIFF, and PNG file formats—in both color 
and black and white versions. 

Project ResourcesProject Resources

Note to Instructor:

The Instructor’s Workbook Solutions CD (required) contains 
the following two main folders:

1. Fundae Sundaes Logos
This folder includes the versions of the Fundae Sundaes 
logos that students will use throughout the simulation. The 
contents of this folder should be copied onto the students’ 
individual workstations or onto a network drive. Direct 
students to the location of the Fundae Sundaes Logos folder 
and its use throughout the simulation.

2. Instructor Resources
DO NOT COPY this folder onto the students’ workstations. 
This folder contains the Curriculum Guide, Project Solutions, 
Student Progress Checklist, and Certificate of Completion.

Instructor’s Workbook Solutions CD 
(Required)

FS_Logo_Color

FS_Logo_BW

NOTE: Some projects in this workbook require students to include clip art 
that reflects the subject or purpose of the document. Use an instructor-
approved source to find clip art and pictures for these documents.
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The Inside Scoop

• Formatting a modified 
block style business 
letter

• Setting tabs
• Inserting an 

em dash 

Following up with customers is important to 
a business. Fundae Sundaes needs to maintain 
a positive relationship with the customers 
who book private catering events. A casual, 
yet professional letter shows just how much a 
customer’s patronage means to Fundae Sundaes. 

Recently, a Freshman Orientation Ice Cream 
Social at Lower Manhattan High School was 
catered by Fundae Sundaes. After the event, Tim 
decided to write Nathan Walker, the freshman 
class advisor, a customer appreciation letter. 
The purpose of the letter is to thank Mr. Walker 
as well as offer him a 20% discount on the next 
event Fundae Sundaes caters for the freshman 
class. 

In this project, you will create a modified 
block style letter to show Tim’s appreciation and 
give details about the discount for an upcoming 
catered event.

Customer Customer 
Appreciation LetterAppreciation Letter

666666666
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Project

SetupSetupSetupCustomer Customer Customer Customer Customer Customer 
Appreciation Appreciation Appreciation Appreciation Appreciation Appreciation 
LetterLetterLetterLetterLetter

Formatting

1. Set left aligned tabs at .5" and 3.25".

2. Position the cursor to the left of the date 
and tab to the 3.25" tab position.

3. Position the cursor to the left of the fi rst 
word in each paragraph and tab to the 
.5" tab position.

4. Position the cursor to the left of the 
complimentary closing and tab to the 
3.25" tab position.

5. Position the cursor to the left of the 
sender’s name and tab to the 3.25" tab 
position.

6. As the person who keyed the letter for 
Tim, be sure to use your initials for the 
Reference Initials.

7. Carefully proofread your work for 
accuracy and format.

8. Resave the fi le.

9. Print a copy of the document if required 
by your instructor.

Start Up:
Open Project 1.

Save the File as: 
Project 6

Orientation:
Portrait

Margins:
Top 2", Bottom 1", Left 1", Right 1"

Line Spacing:
Single, no additional spacing 
before and after paragraphs

Font, Size:
Calibri, 11 point 
(unless otherwise noted)

Use word processing software 
to create and format a 
modified block style customer 
appreciation letter.

Directions

1. Follow the Setup instructions above.

2. Key the text as shown in Document Data 6. 

3. Be sure to follow the extra line spacing 
as indicated by the paragraph symbol.

666666666
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125  Holden  Avenue    New  York,  NY  10027  

Phone:  (555)  FUN-‐DAES    Fax:  (555)  SUN-‐DAES  
Email:  sales@fundaesundaes.com    Website:  www.fundaesundaes.com  

August  30,  20__  
¶  
¶  
¶  
Mr.  Nathan  Walker  
Lower  Manhattan  High  School  
137  Amsterdam  Avenue  
New  York,  NY  10027  
¶  
Dear  Mr.  Walker:  
¶  
It  was  a  pleasure  working  with  you  last  week  on  your  Freshman  Orientation  Ice  Cream  Social.  Fundae  
Sundaes  was  honored  to  cater  your  event.  Our  staff  said  it  was  one  of  the  best  ice  cream  socials  they  
have  ever  been  part  of.  
¶  
Emma  and  Ava,  the  two  scoopers  we  sent  to  work  the  event,  could  not  stop  talking  about  how  well  
organized  and  fun  the  orientation  was.  They  both  thought  the  students  loved  the  fact  that  Fundae  
Sundaes  was  providing  refreshments,  and  many  made  a  point  to  thank  them  directly.  Your  estimates  for  
the  number  of  gallons  of  each  flavor  we  would  need  to  provide  for  the  event  were  right  on.  You  
definitely  know  your  student  body—at  least  where  ice  cream  is  concerned!  
¶  
As  a  thank  you,  I  would  like  to  offer  Lower  Manhattan  High  School  a  20%  discount  on  the  next  event  we  
cater  for  you.  Just  mention  this  letter  when  you  book  with  us.  I  look  forward  to  making  the  next  event  
even  more  delicious  than  the  first!  
¶  
Sincerely,  
¶  
¶  
¶  
Tim  Flaherty  
¶  
yi  
¶  

Body

Inside Address

Salutation

Complimentary Closing

Sender’s Name

Use your initials for the Reference Initials

ProjectProject

Document Data 6

Customer Appreciation LetterCustomer Appreciation LetterCustomer Appreciation Letter 666666666666666666666666
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Setup: Includes start up information on the file name, orientation, 
margins, line spacing, font, and size to use in the document.

The Inside Scoop:
Provides a description of the 

document being produced and how it 
will be used in this simulation.

Project Name:
 Identifies the name of 

each project.

Formatting: Provides 
formatting instructions for 
each document.

Directions: 
Provides 

step-by-step 
instructions for 

completing each 
document.

Objective: 
Identifies 

the type of 
document 

being 
produced. 

Document Data: 
Includes the 
unformatted text 
to be keyed. 

Skills: 
Lists the skills being 

reinforced. 

Project LayoutProject Layout
The projects in this simulation have been organized into an easy-to-read, self-guided 
format. A brief explanation of the individual sections that make up each project in this 
simulation follows. It is recommended that you read this section to become familiar with 
the format of this book.
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The Inside Scoop

111111111

• Creating a business 
letterhead

• Setting margins
• Using headers and footers
• Formatting text
• Inserting a graphic 

from a file
• Using and 

formatting shapes
• Using bullets

It is important for Fundae Sundaes to have a 
consistent look on all correspondence, such as 
letters to vendors and customer appreciation 
letters. Typically, the logo is the most prominent 
element on the letterhead. 

In this project, you will create a letterhead 
in the header and footer of a document. The 
letterhead cannot interfere with the letter itself. 
The letterhead will contain the Fundae Sundaes 
logo as well as the return address and contact 
information.

Fundae Sundaes Fundae Sundaes 
Letterhead

1FUNDAE SUNDAES



Project

SetupSetupSetupFundae Fundae Fundae Fundae Fundae Fundae 
Sundaes Sundaes Sundaes 
LetterheadLetterheadLetterheadLetterheadLetterheadLetterheadLetterhead

111111111

Formatting

1. Center align the Fundae Sundaes logo 
and resize to 1.12" high by 2.1" wide.

2. Switch to the footer of the document 
and, above the text, insert a 6.5" 
horizontal black line, 1.5 pt. weight.

3. Center align the text in the footer.

4. Carefully proofread your work for 
accuracy and format.

5. Resave the fi le.

6. Print a copy of the document if required 
by your instructor.

Use word processing software 
to create and format a 
business letterhead.

Directions

1. Follow the Setup instructions above.

2. In the header of the document insert 
the Fundae Sundaes logo, as shown in 
Document Data 1.

3. In the footer of the document, key the 
text as shown in Document Data 1.

4. Be sure to follow the extra line spacing 
as indicated by t he paragraph symbol.

Start Up:
Using word processing software, 
create a NEW document.

Save the File as: 
Project 1

Orientation:
Portrait

Margins:
Top 2", Bottom 1", Left 1", Right 1"

Line Spacing:
Single, no additional spacing 
before and after paragraphs

Font, Size:
Calibri, 11 point 
(unless otherwise noted)

2 FUNDAE SUNDAES



¶  
125  Holden  Avenue    New  York,  NY  10027  
Phone:  (555)  FUN-‐DAES    Fax:  (555)  SUN-‐DAES  
Email:  sales@fundaesundaes.com    Website:  www.fundaesundaes.com        
        

	  
     

Fundae  Sudaes  logo  

Fundae Sundaes Logo

Header

Footer

ProjectProject

Document Data 1

Fundae Sundaes LetterheadFundae Sundaes LetterheadFundae Sundaes Letterhead 111111111111
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The Inside Scoop

Freeze Your Fridays Freeze Your Fridays Freeze Your Fridays Freeze Your Fridays 
News Release

 • Formatting a news 
release

 • Changing text case 
 • Changing line 

spacing
 • Using the 

default tab 
 • Aligning text

When big news breaks at Fundae Sundaes, 
Tim and Tara Flaherty want the entire 
community to know about it. Communicating 
in the form of a news release to local media is a 
useful and free way to advertise. A news release 
is a document that gives readers a summary of 
what’s going on in an attention-getting way. 

The latest promotion at Fundae Sundaes is 
a special campaign called “Freeze Your Fridays” 
and offers double scoop ice cream cones for only 
$2.50. 

In this project, you will create a news 
release to announce the “Freeze Your Fridays” 
promotional campaign.

222222222222
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Project

SetupSetupSetupFreeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your Freeze Your 
Fridays News Fridays News Fridays News Fridays News Fridays News 
ReleaseReleaseReleaseReleaseRelease

Formatting

1. Change the title to bold, all caps.

2. Change the headline to bold, all caps.

3. Bold the location and date in the fi rst 
paragraph.

4. Change the title, headline, body, and 
ending marks to double space. 

5. Center align the ending marks.

6. Carefully proofread your work for 
accuracy and format.

7. Resave the fi le. 

8. Print a copy of the document if required 
by your instructor.

Start Up:
Using word processing software, 
create a NEW document.

Save the File as: 
Project 2

Orientation:
Portrait

Margins:
Top 2", Bottom 1", Left 1", Right 1"

Line Spacing:
Single, no additional spacing 
before and after paragraphs

Font, Size:
Calibri, 11 point 
(unless otherwise noted)

Use word processing software 
to create and format a news 
release.

Directions

1. Follow the Setup instructions above.

2. Key the text as shown in Document Data 2.

3.  Be sure to follow the extra line spacing 
as indicated by the paragraph symbol.

222222222222
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Contact:  Tim  Flaherty  
Fundae  Sundaes  
125  Holden  Avenue  
New  York,  NY  10027  
(555)  FUN-‐DAES    
¶  
For  Immediate  Release  
Fundae  Sundaes  Announces  Freeze  Your  Fridays  
New  York,  NY  March  15,  20__  Fundae  Sundaes  has  announced  its  latest  promotional  campaign  called  
"Freeze  Your  Fridays.”  This  campaign  runs  every  Friday  through  August  31  and  offers  their  customers  a  
double  scoop  ice  cream  cone  for  only  $2.50.  This  offer  is  valid  on  all  flavors  and  can  be  served  in  a  cup  or  
cone.  
   The  popular  ice  cream  shop  has  never  offered  this  type  of  promotion.  In  the  past,  Fundae  
Sundaes  has  required  customers  to  present  a  printed  coupon  for  discounted  cones.  However,  tough  
economic  times  have  prompted  the  shop  to  take  action.  Co-‐owner  Tara  Flaherty  says,  "It's  our  way  of  
saying  thank  you  to  our  customers  during  these  difficult  economic  times."  
   Owned  and  operated  by  husband  and  wife,  Tim  and  Tara  Flaherty,  Fundae  Sundaes  started  as  a  
weekend  ice  cream  cart  at  Atlantique  Beach  in  Suffolk  County,  New  York.  Recently,  the  operation  
opened  in  Manhattan  to  provide  homemade  ice  cream  in  the  city.  Co-‐owner  Tim  Flaherty  says,  
"providing  customers  with  great  homemade  ice  cream  at  a  super-‐discounted  price  lets  people  escape  
their  work  or  school  week  by  enjoying  a  Fundae  Sundaes  ice  cream  cone.”  
###  
  

Body

Title
Headline

Heading

Ending Marks

Freeze Your Fridays News ReleaseFreeze Your Fridays News ReleaseFreeze Your Fridays News Release ProjectProject

Document Data 2

222222222222222222222222222
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The Inside Scoop

• Creating a flyer
• Formatting 

page borders
• Formatting 

text boxes
 • Inserting clip art

It’s fun for Fundae Sundaes to host special 
events to attract new customers and increase 
sales. 

Tim and Tara Flaherty have always been 
competitive, so it is only natural that this 
competitive spirit continues at Fundae Sundaes. 
They have scheduled the first annual “Freezer 
Head Ice Cream Eating” contest for July 31, 
where patrons will battle it out to see who can 
eat the most ice cream in 10 minutes. Prizes will 
be awarded to the first, second, and third place 
finishers. In order to promote the event, flyers 
need to be made and distributed around the city. 

In this project, you will create a flyer that will 
be used to announce the contest. 

Freezer Head Freezer Head 
Contest FlyerContest Flyer

333333333
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Project

SetupSetupSetupFreezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head Freezer Head 
Contest FlyerContest FlyerContest FlyerContest FlyerContest Flyer

Formatting

1. The size and placement of the required 
text and other elements is up to you to 
decide. However, the headline of the 
fl yer should be the largest element on 
the page. Be sure that all other elements 
are in proportion with one another and 
project a professional image. 

2. Change the page border to a color that 
best fi ts the look of the fl yer. 

3. Add appropriate clip art, shapes, and 
color to enhance the look of the fl yer.

4. Be sure you have included the following 
on the fl yer: Fundae Sundaes logo, 
headline, contest details, contact 
information, page border, and additional 
information as indicated. 

5. Carefully proofread your work for 
accuracy and format.

6. Resave the fi le.

7. Print a copy of the document if required 
by your instructor.

Start Up:
Using word processing software, 
create a NEW document.

Save the File as: 
Project 3

Orientation:
Portrait

Margins:
Top .5", Bottom .5", Left .5", Right .5"

Use word processing software 
to create and design a contest 
flyer.

Directions

1. Follow the Setup instructions above.

2. Using separate text boxes, key the text 
as shown in Document Data 3.

3. Insert a page border on the document.

333333333333333
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How Much Ice Cream Can YOU Eat in 10 Minutes? 

Join Us for the 1st Annual Freezer Head 
Ice Cream Eating Contest 
Date: July 31 
Time: 1–4 PM 
Location: Fundae Sundaes  
125 Holden Avenue 
New York, NY 10027 

Visit our website for more details: 
www.fundaesundaes.com 
Email: contest@fundaesundaes.com 
Phone: 555‐FUN‐DAES 

 

 

 

Fun for All Ages! 
Prizes 
No Registration Required 

Fundae Sundaes Logo

Headline

Contest Details

Contact Information

Additional Information

Page Border

ProjectProject

Document Data 3

Freezer Head Contest FlyerFreezer Head Contest FlyerFreezer Head Contest Flyer 333333333333333333333333333
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